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Abstract

One of the critical challenges of object counting is the

dramatic scale variations, which is introduced by arbitrary

perspectives. We propose a reverse perspective network to

solve the scale variations of input images, instead of gen-

erating perspective maps to smooth final outputs. The re-

verse perspective network explicitly evaluates the perspec-

tive distortions, and efficiently corrects the distortions by

uniformly warping the input images. Then the proposed

network delivers images with similar instance scales to the

regressor. Thus the regression network doesn’t need multi-

scale receptive fields to match the various scales. Besides,

to further solve the scale problem of more congested ar-

eas, we enhance the corresponding regions of ground-truth

with the evaluation errors. Then we force the regressor to

learn from the augmented ground-truth via an adversarial

process. Furthermore, to verify the proposed model, we

collected a vehicle counting dataset based on Unmanned

Aerial Vehicles (UAVs). The proposed dataset has fierce

scale variations. Extensive experimental results on four

benchmark datasets show the improvements of our method

against the state-of-the-arts.

1. Introduction

Counting objects is a hot topic in computer vision be-

cause of its wide applications in many areas. The most

critical challenge of the counting task is scale variations.

Significant effort has been devoted to addressing this is-

sue [30, 19, 20, 32, 29, 4, 23, 13]. These approaches em-

ploy detection framework [20, 24] or regression framework

[30, 19, 20].

Several approaches [39, 4, 18, 21] employ a network

with multi-scale receptive fields to adapt to the various
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Figure 1: To diminish the scale variation, we uniformly ex-

pand the space near the horizon and shrink the space near

the lens. The warped image with similar scales releases the

burden of training a regression network.

scales. These methods significantly increase the compu-

tation cost brought by learning implicit perspective repre-

sentations. However, Li et al. [19] prove that the various

reception fields deliver similar results. Several other meth-

ods [31, 37, 36, 8] exploit perspective maps to normalize

the final density maps and achieve accuracy improvements.

However, these approaches learn from extra annotations or

density maps to generate perspective maps in a supervised

way. Besides, the generated perspective maps are highly

noised. Therefore, smoothing the outputs with these per-

spective maps inevitably introduce noises.

As shown in Fig. 1, in the original image, there is sig-

nificant scale variation caused by the perspective. Due to

networks share the convolution kernels across space, it is

challenging for them to adapt to the continuous scales. In-
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Figure 2: Compared with the existing datasets, the proposed

dataset has more dramatic scale variations.

spired by a drawing style named reverse perspective [35],

in which all the objects have similar scales despite their

various locations, we seek to transform the input images

to obtain similar instance scales. While reversing the per-

spective, it is critical to maintain local structures to avoid

introducing distortions. Therefore, we uniformly warp the

images. As shown in Fig. 1, the warped image has simi-

lar instance scales. Therefore, unlike the multi-branch ap-

proaches [39, 4, 18, 21], the regression network doesn’t

need different receptive fields to adapt to the various scales.

Thus we efficiently reduce the model complexity.

In this paper, we propose a reverse perspective network

to diminish the scale variations of input images in an unsu-

pervised way. Concretely, the proposed network consists of

a perspective estimator and a coordinate transformer. The

perspective estimator firstly evaluates the degrees of per-

spective distortions to obtain perspective factors. Then,

guided by the perspective factors, the coordinate trans-

former warps the input images to obtain similar instance

scales. After this transformation, we employ a single branch

fully convolutional network to estimate the density maps.

Before training the regressor, we pre-train the reverse per-

spective network to learn to correct the perspective distor-

tions. As the perspective information is rarely available, we

propose an objective function to optimize the reverse per-

spective network in an unsupervised way. Besides, as the

reverse perspective network is a lightweight network and

is easy to overfit, we look upon the perspective correction

problem as a few-shot learning approach and train the pro-

posed method through meta-learning.

The reverse perspective network still has limitations

while encountering seriously crowded regions. To further

solve the scale problem in these areas, we strengthen the

ground-truth with the evaluation errors. Then the proposed

framework forces the regressor to learn from the augmented

density maps via an adversarial network.

To verify the ability of the reverse perspective network

to solve scale variations, we collected a vehicle counting

dataset with dramatic scale variations1, based on UAVs and

1To diminish the influence of the inter-scene scale variation, while eval-

a） b） c）

Figure 3: a) and b) are the perspective maps generated by

PACNN [31] and PGCNet [36] respectively, which are

highly noised. The proposed network warps a uniform grid

map, and c) is the warped image.

named UAVVC, which has more dramatic scale variations

than the existing datasets (see Fig. 2). Our proposed method

achieves state of the art results.

The main contributions of our method are summarized

as follows:

• We propose a reverse perspective network to diminish

the scale variations of input images in an unsupervised

way. Therefore, we efficiently reduce the model com-

plexity of the regression network.

• To improve the estimation accuracies in more con-

gested areas, we strengthen the ground-truth with eval-

uation errors and force the regressor to learn from it via

an adversarial network.

• To verify the ability of the proposed method to handle

scale variations, we collect a vehicle counting dataset

based on UAVs, which has dramatic scale variations.

2. Related Work

We categorize the object counting literature into scale-

aware approaches and perspective-aware methods. In this

section, we analyze the methods in both trends.

2.1. ScaleAware Approaches

Most existing approaches solve the scale variations by

employing a network with various receptive fields. Zhang

et al. [39] and Sam et al. [28] employ multi-column net-

works with various kernel sizes, while Deb et al. [7] ex-

pand the multi-column network with different dilation rates.

Otherwise, several other approaches utilize inception blocks

to gain different receptive fields [4, 18, 21]. These algo-

rithms significantly increase the computation cost brought

by learning implicit perspective representations and want

the receptive fields to match the corresponding scales au-

tomatically. However, Li et al. [19] prove that the vari-

ous receptive fields deliver similar results. Besides chang-

ing the convolution kernels, a deep network can also ob-

tain various receptive fields from its different layers. Many

counting approaches utilize similar architectures with U-net

[27] to count crowds and achieve promising performance

uating the intra-frame scale standard variances, we normalize the object

scales in each frame with the smallest instance scale.
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Figure 4: The framework of the proposed method. The reverse perspective network estimates the perspective factor of input

images and warps the images with generated sampling grids. The regressor then estimates the crowd count in the warped

images. We further deliver the estimation results and strengthen ground-truth to the adversarial residual network. The reverse

perspective network is pre-trained through unsupervised meta-learning, while the regressor is trained with pixel-loss and the

adversarial network.

[30, 4, 22, 18]. Moreover, some approaches employ multi-

agents to handle various scales. Sam et al. [29] and Shi et

al. [32] train a set of regressors to match the image patches

with various densities. Liu et al. [20] use a detector and a

regressor to estimate the crowd count and propose a decide-

net to merge the estimation results of two agents. However,

these approaches achieve restricted scale diversity, compar-

ing with the continuous scales.

In this work, we uniformly transform the images to ob-

tain similar scales. The warped images reduce the model

complexity as well as the burden of training the regressor to

adapt to the continuous scales.

2.2. PerspectiveAware Approaches

Several algorithms have been proposed to handle the

scale variations with perspective information. Shen et al.

[30], Sam et al. [29] and Cao et al. [4] split an image

into several patches and estimate the crowd count in them.

A narrow view angle relieves the variation of target scale,

yet the coarse scene splitting strategy has limited influence

on the arbitrary perspectives. Besides, some approaches

employ perspective maps to normalize the output density

maps. Liu et al. [22] design a branch to integrate perspec-

tive maps into density maps. However, perspective maps are

rarely available. Shi et al. [31] and Zhang et al. [37] gen-

erate perspective maps with extra annotations. Yan et al.

[36] generate perspective maps from density maps. How-

ever, as shown in Fig. 3, the generated perspective maps are

highly noised. Therefore, smoothing the outputs with these

perspective maps inevitably introduce noises.

Different from them, we evaluate the perspective distor-

tion in an unsupervised way, and uniformly correct the dis-

tortions to avoid introducing new deformities.

3. Method

The framework of our proposed method is shown in

Fig. 4. We employ a single branch regressor to evaluate the

crowd count. Before the regressor, the reverse perspective

network effectively diminishes the scale variations of input

images. Thus the proposed network reduces the model com-

plexity and releases the burden of training the regressor to

adapt to the continuous scales. Concretely, the reverse per-

spective network first evaluates the perspective distortions

of input images and generates grid maps for sampling. The

proposed network then samples the original images to di-

minish the scale variations, and the regressor network eval-

uates the crowd count in the warped images. However, the

reverse perspective network still has limitations while en-

countering regions with serious scale variations. We fur-

ther address this issue by forcing the regressor to learn from

augmented ground-truth via an adversarial network. In this

section, we first elaborate on the reverse perspective net-

work and the training method. In the last subsection, we

explain the adversarial residual learning method.

3.1. Reverse Perspective Network

As shown in Fig. 4, the reverse perspective network

consists of a perspective estimator and a coordinate trans-

former. Both components are trained end-to-end with unsu-

pervised meta-learning.

A key observation is that the information about objects
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is embedded in intermediate CNN features of classification

networks [3, 6, 9]. Correspondingly, we evaluate the spatial

capacity with the features extracted by the first ten convo-

lutional layers of the pre-trained VGG-16 [33]. We denote

the features as G(X;ψ) ∈ R
CWH , where ψ denotes the

parameters of the convolutional layers, X is the input im-

ages, C,W,H stand for the number of channels, width, and

height respectively.

While training, the reverse perspective network warps

the extracted features to estimate space capacities. In the

reference stage, we transfer the input image instead.

Perspective Estimation As perspective information is

rarely available, we estimate the spatial capacity to predict

the perspective. The perspective estimator firstly regresses

a class-agnostic density map from the extracted features via

a convolutional network. The density map is formulated as:

Y CL = fd(G(X,ψ), ζ), (1)

where Y CL ∈ R
1WH , fd(·) denotes dilated convolution op-

eration, and ζ is the parameters of the convolutional layers.

As Y CL reveals the spatial capacity rather than the count

of specific objects, we exploit the perspective information

from it. Images are commonly captured with approaching

horizontal viewpoints, so the spatial capacity linearly trans-

forms vertically. Consequently, we embed the vertical ca-

pacity of an image into a capacity vector with an adaptive

average pooling operation. The capacity vector is defined

as:

cv = AdaptiveAveragePooling(Y CL,K), (2)

whereK is a pre-defined vertical dimension. As the horizon

vector of Y CL is pooled to a single element, cv ∈ R
1K1.

The pooling operation embeds an image with an arbitrary

resolution to a scale fixed capacity vector.

Afterward, we transfer the vector to capacity features

with K channels, marked as cTv ∈ R
K11. The perspective

estimator then employs fully connected layers to regress the

perspective factor αo as follow:

αo = fp(c
T
v , η), (3)

where fp(·) is the full connected operation, and η indicates

the parameters. Since the perspective factor has a clear

geometric meaning and guides the coordinate transformer

to warp the images, we normalize the factor to a range of

(0, 1]:
α = exp(−relu(αo)) + ǫ, (4)

where ǫ is a constant close to zero.

Coordinate Transformer As the instance scales are re-

lated to the capacity of their belonging space, we shrink the

space near the lens to diminish the perspective distortions.

A toy example with a dramatic scale variation is shown in
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Figure 5: Sketch of a toy example, which simulates the

changing of densities and capacities of a density map during

coordinates transformation.

Fig. 5(a). The higher density of the upper area indicates

smaller instance scales, while the down area with lower den-

sity contains relative bigger objects. When we compress the

down area in Fig. 5(b), the density increases, and the scale

variation is diminished as well.

While correcting the perspective distortions, it is critical

to maintain local structures to avoid introducing new defor-

mities. Therefore, we employ a coordinate transformation

method to uniformly compress the vertical space of images

and maintain the horizontal structure. Notably, the transfor-

mation method reconstructs the original image from elliptic

coordinates to the cartesian coordinates.

Here, we first explain the elliptic coordinate. In geome-

try, the elliptic coordinate system is a two-dimensional or-

thogonal coordinate system in which the coordinate lines

are confocal ellipses and hyperbolae. The two foci are fixed,

and the focal length is denoted as 2c. The most common co-

ordinate system (µ, ν) for elliptic curves is defined as:

x = c ∗ cosh(µ)cos(ν)
y = c ∗ sinh(µ)sin(ν),

(5)

where µ is a nonnegative real number which denotes the

distance from the pixel to the centre, ν ∈ [0, 2π] is the cor-

responding eccentric angle. When transforming from ellip-

tic coordinates to the cartesian coordinates, the space near

the x-axis virtually stays the same, yet the space far from

the x-axis is compressed.

The perspective factor is utilized as an adjustment term

to guide the perspective correction, and is given the ge-

ometry meaning of ratio of the focal length to the image

width. As shown in Fig. 6, as the radius is fixed, the per-

spective factor decides the curvature of confocal ellipses.

In other word, it determines the intensity of deformations,

and when the perspective factor is smaller, the deformation

is more fierce. Moreover, we normalize theX coordinate to

XE ∈ [0, π], and Y coordinate to YE ∈ [0, 1]. Therefore,
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Figure 6: The influence of different perspective factors on

the coordinates transformation.

the transformation is formulated as:

xCT = α
2
∗ cosh(xE)cos(yE)

yCT = α
2
∗ sinh(xE)sin(yE),

(6)

where (xCT , yCT ) are the cartesian coordinates of the

warped image.

We employ the transformation method to generate the

grid maps of the new image, then employ the differentiable

sampler, which was proposed by Jaderberg et al. [16], to

warp the original image.

Ideally, the reverse perspective network can be trained

end-to-end with the regression network. However, such

a strategy ignores the internal structure of the perspective

maps and results in inferior results. Otherwise, we warp

the images rather than the features to maintain the semantic

information in deeper features.

3.2. Training Method

Unsupervised Loss The ground-truth perspective fac-

tors are rarely available. Thus we propose an unsupervised

loss in this subsection to train the reverse perspective net-

work without extra annotations.

While an image row is compressed, the activated fea-

tures are constrained to the central part, and the row density

of the active region is changed as well. Based on this obser-

vation, we exploit the row densities of the warped features

to reveal the global density distribution. We first formulate

the average row density as:

DH
j =

1

wj

W∑

i=1

C∑

k=1

Gwarped(i, j, k), (7)

where Gwarped(i, j, k) stands for warped features, and

i, j, k are the indexes of column, row, channel respectively.

Moreover, DH
j is the average density of j-th row, and wj

is the number of effective pixels in this row. Accordingly,

the row density vector of warped features is defined as

DH = [DH
1
, DH

2
, · · · , DH

W ].
As shown in Fig. 5, subfigures (b) and (d) are the corre-

sponding row density vectors of (a) and (c). A small vari-

ance of the row density vector indicates more uniform scale

Perspective Factor: 0.57

Perspective Factor: 0.93

Perspective Factor: 0.54

Perspective Factor: 0.34

Figure 7: The two example images with various perspec-

tives. The first row is the outputs of the proposed network

which is trained with SGD method. While the second row

is the outputs of the proposed method, which trained with

meta-learning.

distributions in the frames. Thus we devise an unsupervised

regression loss to constrain the row density vector of the

warped features. We formulate the objective function as:

Lvd = V ar(DH). (8)

Meta Learning It is desirable to employ the standard

training process, for instance, SGD method, to train the re-

verse perspective network. However, the reverse perspec-

tive is a lightweight network and is easy to overfit. As

shown in Fig. 7, the reverse perspective network, which is

trained by the SGD, generates similar perspective factors.

To address the above issues, we treat perspective correc-

tion as a few-short learning problem and employ a meta-

learning algorithm to optimize the proposed network. The

meta-learning specializes in learning from small amounts of

data, and the learned meta-model can fast adapt to indeter-

minate scenes. In the pre-training stage, we split the data

into several small tasks, and employ Reptile [25], which is

an efficient meta-learning algorithm, to train our regression

network with only raw and unlabeled observations. After-

ward, we fine-tune the learned meta-model to adapt to each

image in both training and reference stages.

In short, Reptile averages several updates of the network,

instead of updating the network on the average loss func-

tion. This strategy is guaranteeing to learn an initialization

that is good for fast adaptations. The Reptile method M(·)
randomly samples the training dataset into p-tasks Tp. Dur-

ing training, M(·) inputs a set of tasks Ti, and produces a

learning procedure SGD(L, θ, k). The learning procedure

performs k gradient steps on loss L starting with θ and re-

turns the final parameter vector. The training process on a

single task τ is formulated as:

W = SGD(Lτ , θ, k)

θ̂ = θ + η(θ −W ),
(9)

where the θ̂ is the updated parameters, and η is a scalar.

Benefiting from the sample and efficient Reptile method,

we obtain a more sensitive meta-model, which is fine-tuned

on each test image.
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Figure 9: Representative frames of UAVVC, which have different perspectives, for instance, high latitude, front-view in low

latitude, side-view, and top-view.

3.3. Adversarial Residual Learning

The reverse perspective network still has limitations

while encountering seriously crowded regions. Therefore,

we augment the ground-truth density map with the evalu-

ation error, which highlights the congested area. The aug-

mented ground-truth is formulated as:

YAug = Y + ϕ(Y − Ŷ ), (10)

where Y is the ground-truth dennsity map, Ŷ is the evalua-

tion output, and ϕ is a scalar.

To force the regressor to learn from the augmented

ground-truth, we employ an adversarial structure named

Adversarial Structure Matching (ASM) [14] to extract

the structures of congested areas. ASM employs an auto

encoder-decoder framework. The encoder analyzes the

structure of both estimated and the augmented density

maps, while the decoder reconstructs the augmented den-

sity maps from the hidden features. While training, the re-

gressor is trained to minimize the distance between hidden

features of the evaluation and the augmented ground-truth,

while the encoder is trained to enlarge the distance. The

adversarial loss function is formulated as:

max
A

min
R

Lar = EXY [|A(R(X))−A(YAug)|] , (11)

where R(·) is the regression network, A(·) is the encoder,

and X is the input image. The adversarial approach forces

the regression network to pay more attention to the objects

that are easily overlooked.

4. UAV-based Vehicle Counting Dataset

There are limited datasets for the vehicle counting task.

Among them TRANCOS v3 [10] is collected by fixed cam-

eras, while CARPK [12] and PUCPR+ [1] contain images

captured by UAVs. We show a representative frame of each

dataset in Fig. 8. As shown, they only present constrained

traffic circumstances with narrow viewpoints, which have

limited scale variations, as such, are not suitable to verify

the proposed method.

To fill this gap, we collected a UAV-based dataset with 50

different scenarios for vehicle counting, termed as UAVVC.

The proposed dataset is manually annotated with 32,770

bounding boxes, instead of traditional point annotations.

We show representative frames in Fig. 9. The proposed

dataset has four kinds of perspectives, i.e., front-view in

PUCPR+TRANCOS_v3 CARPK

Figure 8: Representative frame of TRANCOS v3, CARPK,

and PUCPR+, which have limited perspectives.

Table 1: Summary of existing related datasets.

Dataset Resolution Frames
View-

Points
Scenes Weather Notation

TRANCOS 640x480 824 fixed 43 2 Points

CARPK 1,280x720 1,448 fixed 7 1 BoundingBox

PUCPR+ 1,280x720 125 fixed 1 3 BoundingBox

Ours 1,024x540 738 flexible 50 5 BoundingBox

Table 2: The evaluation results on ShanghaiTech datasets

ShanghaiTech Part A ShanghaiTech Part B

Method MAE MSE MAE MSE

MCMM [39] 110.2 173.2 26.4 41.3

SANet [4] 67.0 104.5 8.4 13.6

CSRNet [19] 68.2 115.0 10.6 16.0

IG-CNN [26] 72.5 118.2 13.6 21.1

TEDnet [18] 64.2 109.1 8.2 12.8

ADCrowdNet [21] 63.2 98.9 8.2 15.7

CG-DRCN [34] 64.0 98.4 8.5 14.4

ADMG [17] 64.7 97.1 8.1 13.6

ANF [2] 63.9 99.4 8.3 13.2

Ours 61.2 96.9 8.1 11.6

high latitude, front-view in low latitude, side-view, and top-

view. With the unconstrained viewing points, there are dra-

matic scale variations. The frames are also collected in dif-

ferent weather conditions, for instance, sunny, raining, fog,

night, and raining night. All these shooting conditions in-

crease the diversity of the dataset and make it closer to the

real traffic circumstances. More importantly, the dramatic

scale variation can be used to verify our proposed method.

The statistics of our proposed dataset and existing

datasets are shown in Table 1. The UAVVC is more di-

verse and provides more precise annotations. Moreover,

three critical distributions are shown in Fig. 2. As shown,

the proposed dataset has more dramatic scale variations,

also is more balanced than others in all the criterions. The

dataset and all the experimental results are available on

https://github.com/CrowdCounting.

5. Experiments

We evaluate our approach on four datasets: Shang-

haiTech [39], WorldExpo10 [15], UCSD [5], and the

proposed UAVVC. In this section, we first evaluate and

compare our method with the previous state-of-the-art ap-

proaches [39, 4, 26, 21, 19, 18, 34, 17, 2] on these datasets.

Then we present ablation study results on ShanghaiTech
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Table 3: The MAE evaluation results on the WorldExpo10

dataset.

Method Sce.1 Sce.2 Sce.3 Sce.4 Sce.5 Avg.

MCMM [39] 3.4 20.6 12.9 13.0 8.1 11.6

SANet [4] 2.6 13.2 9.0 13.3 3.0 8.2

CSRNet [19] 2.9 11.5 8.6 16.6 3.4 8.6

IG-CNN [26] 2.6 16.1 10.15 20.2 7.6 11.3

TEDnet [18] 2.3 10.1 11.3 13.8 2.6 8.0

ADCrowdNet [21] 1.6 15.8 11.0 10.9 3.2 8.5

ADMG [17] 4.0 18.1 7.2 12.3 5.7 9.5

Ours 2.4 10.2 9.7 11.5 3.8 8.2

Count：956 Perspective Factor: 0.486 MAE:3.15

Count：301 MAE:0.53Perspective Factor: 0.631

Part A

Part B

Figure 10: Examples in ShanghaiTech dataset. The first

column is the input images, and the second column is the

warped images, while the third column is the estimated den-

sity maps. The proposed method adaptively warps the im-

ages and delivers accurate estimations.

Part A dataset. In these experiments, we evaluate the per-

formance with MAE and MSE metrics.

5.1. Implementation details

We employ CSRNet as our regression network. The

most time-consuming operation of the proposed method is

generating the grid maps. During transformation, we first

generate initial grid maps with a resolution of 10*10, then

enlarge them to the desired resolution. Therefore, the re-

verse perspective network introduces limited time complex-

ity. The reverse perspective network is pre-trained on the

training set of each dataset, respectively. For meta-learning,

we set the inner batch size to 5, inner iterations to 20, and

the learning rate to 1e-6. When training the regression net-

work, we also warp the ground-truth density maps with the

generated grid maps. The learning rate is set to 1e-7, and

the ϕ is set to 1e-6, while the K is set to 20.

5.2. Evaluation and comparison

ShanghaiTech dataset [37] focuses on the pedestrian

counting. There are 1,198 images with different perspec-

tives and resolutions. This dataset has two parts named

Part A and Part B. We report the comparison between our

method and state-of-arts in Table 2. Our method achieves

the lowest MAE (the highest accuracy) on both parts.

Fig. 10 shows samples of Part A and Part B. It can be seen

that the proposed method is well adaptable to arbitrary per-

spectives.

WorldExpo10 dataset [39] has 3,980 annotated frames.

Table 4: The evaluation results on the UCSD dataset
Method MAE MSE

MCMM [39] 1.07 1.35

SANet [4] 1.02 1.29

CSRNet [19] 1.16 1.47

ADCrowdNet [21] 0.98 1.25

Ours 1.32 1.23

Table 5: The evaluation results on UAVVC dataset, where

IFSV stands for intra-frame scale variance and the second

to the fifth columns are the corresponding MAE results.

Method
IFSV

∈ [0.0, 1.0]
IFSV

∈ [1.0, 3.0]
IFSV

∈ [3.0, 5.0]
IFSV

∈ [5.0, 10.0]
Total

MAE

Total

MSE

MCMM [39] 32.14 46.37 64.48 61.22 50.63 85.46

VGG-16 [38] 51.32 62.41 80.34 76.31 67.12 103.20

CSRNet [19] 13.11 19.61 28.02 25.65 18.32 32.27

Ours 12.98 13.26 21.00 19.70 13.21 20.07

We divide this dataset into a training set with 3,380 frames

and a testing set with 600 frames. We list the result com-

parisons of MAE in Table 3, where our method achieves the

best 8.2 average MAE against other methods. Some of the

scenes are sparse, and the MAE is already quite low, being

thus hard to achieve a significant improvement.

UCSD dataset [5] contains 2,000 frames captured by

surveillance cameras, and the frames have the same per-

spective. The comparison between state-of-the-art crowd

counting methods and our method is summarized in Table 4.

Our approach overall performs comparably with the best al-

gorithm, but much better than the others. This is because

there are limited scale variations in the UCSD dataset, so

our method achieves limited improvements.

UAVVC is our newly proposed dataset with 500 and 385

images for training / testing. Table 5 shows the compar-

isons of our method against MCNN [39], VGG-16 [33]

and CSRNet [19], and our method achieves the best results.

More importantly, according to intra-frame scale standard

variance, we classify the testing images into four groups and

respectively evaluate the MAE metric on each group. Our

proposed method achieves improvement in each group. Es-

pecially on the image group with larger-scale variation, the

performance improvements of our method are more promi-

nent. These experiments verify the ability of the proposed

algorithm to handle dramatic scale variations. We show

three examples in Fig. 11, each of which has a unique per-

spective. In the dataset, we do not provide the region of

interesting masks. Thus it is challenging for the regressors

to recognize the objects in complicated scenes. As shown,

compared with the baseline [19], our method delivers more

accurate results, and is less likely to recognize backgrounds

as vehicles. The similar scales in warped images facilitate

the regressor to tell the vehicles from backgrounds.

5.3. Ablation study

In this section, we conduct several experiments to study

the effect of different aspects of our method on Shang-

haiTech Part A and show the results in Table 6.

Baseline Our method achieves 10.3% accuracy improve-
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Table 6: The ablation study results on ShanghaiTech Part A. Where RAN stands for residual adversarial network.

Method Baseline Ours
w/o

RAN

End-to-End

Trained

Warp

Features

Trained

with SGD

New

Baseline

Modified

New Baseline

MAE 68.2 61.2 63.4 72.1 66.2 70.6 109.6 94.3

Count：150 MAE:38.21MAE:87.62

CSRNet Ours

Count：28 MAE:8.93MAE:50.12

CSRNet Ours

Count：87 MAE:1.57MAE:26.60

CSRNet Ours

Figure 11: Examples in UAVVC. In each row, the first im-

age is the input image, the second one is the output of CSR-

Net, and the third one is the output of our algorithm.

Count：472 Perspective Factor: 0.632

MAE:121.58Count：1163 Perspective Factor: 0.872 MAE:32.22

MAE:95.00 MAE:20.92

Figure 12: We show two examples in ShanghaiTech Part

A. The first column is the input images, the seconde col-

umn is the outputs of baseline, while the third column is

the warped images, and the last column is the outputs of

proposed method.

ment compared with the baseline. We show the qual-

itative comparison between baseline and our method in

Fig. 12. The two congested scenes have different perspec-

tives, and our method achieves more accurate estimation re-

sults. More importantly, our density maps are brighter. That

is because we diminish the scale variations of the input im-

ages, and the density maps of the proposed method have

fewer picture contrasts.

Without Adversarial Network While we only employ

the reverse perspective network, the MAE decreases by

7.0%, yet it is still not as good as that of ours. This is be-

cause the reverse perspective network has limitations, for

instance, in the first example of Fig. 12, the most congested

areas are not enough stretched, and the scale variation is

still fierce. The adversarial network force the regressor to

pay more attention to these areas.

End-to-End Training We train the reverse perspective

network with the regression network in an end-to-end fash-

ion, and the performance decreases by 5.7%. This is be-

cause such a strategy ignores the internal structure of the

perspective maps and results in inferior results.

Warp Features Instead We pre-train the reverse per-

spective network, and utilize it to warp the features directly.

This strategy is less time consuming, yet it only receives

2.9% performance increase. This is because warping fea-

tures wrecks the semantic information of the deep features

and makes the objects unrecognizable.

Traditional Learning Method We pre-train the reverse

perspective network with the SGD method. As a result, the

network is overfitted and delivers similar perspective factors

with limited variance. Thus the method obtains a 3.5% per-

formance decrease. This is because simple averaging the

loss function wears down the implicit information of per-

spectives and scenes.

Extensibility To evaluate the extensibility of the pro-

posed framework, we employ a new backbone with vari-

ous receptive fields as the backbone of CSRNet, which is

the first ten convolution layers of ResNet-101 [11]. The

new baseline is trained with original and warped images,

respectively. As shown in Table. 6, our proposed method

decreases MAE by 14.0% compared with new baseline, yet

not as good as the VGG based one. Moreover, the VGG

based one with warped images obtains better performance

than ResNet one with original images. This experiment af-

firms that the proposed network is more effective than the

various receptive fields.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a reverse perspective network

to diminish the scale variations while estimating the crowd

densities. The reverse perspective network estimates the

perspective distortions in an unsupervised way and warps

the original images to obtain similar scales. To further solve

the scale issue in seriously congested areas, we force the re-

gressor to learn from the augmented ground-truth via an ad-

versarial network. Moreover, to verify the proposed frame-

work, we collected a UAV-based vehicle counting dataset,

which has dramatic intra-scene and inter-scene scale varia-

tions. Extensive experimental results demonstrate the state-

of-the-art performance of our method. In the future work,

we will research the perspective evaluation of videos, which

has continuous perspectives and scenes.
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